Abstract. Various peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures for ad-hoc networks have been proposed over the last few years. Most of them are unstructured and use some form of flooding to locate content, because the physical constraints of the underlying network make the construction of arbitrary application-layer overlays impractical. In this paper, we study the problem of applying distributed hash tables (DHT) to ad-hoc networks. Our approach to efficiently lookup content in such networks exploits physical proximity of peers when establishing and maintaining the DHT based routing tables. The efficiency of our method is demonstrated by simulation of large networks.
Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, in which peer nodes form a cooperative network and share their resources (storage, CPU, bandwidth), have attracted a lot of interest lately. Roughly speaking, P2P networks can be classified as either structured or unstructured. Unstructured P2P networks (e.g., the Gnutella [1] and KaZaA [2] file sharing systems) have no precise control over the file placement and generally use "flooding" search protocols, which typically generate a large number of query messages. In contrast, structured P2P networks (e.g., Chord [3] , CAN [4] , Pastry [5] , P-Grid [6] ) use specialized placement algorithms to assign responsibility for each file to specific peers, as well as "directed search" protocols to efficiently locate files.
Structured P2P networks using deterministic algorithms are based on the distributed hash table (DHT) paradigm. Each data item is identified by a key (data identifier). The DHT maps keys to the nodes of an overlay network and provides facilities for locating the current peer node responsible for a given key. DHT designs differ mostly by the way they maintain the network and perform lookups: there is a fundamental trade-off between the degree of the network (the number of neighbors per node, i.e., the size of the routing tables) and its diameter (the average number of hops required per lookup) [7] .
Directed search protocols are particularly efficient, because they accurately route queries toward the peers responsible for a given file. They require few communication stages generating only little traffic, and do not produce false negatives (i.e., the search fails only if there is no matching file in the system). Therefore, they are particularly attractive for systems with limited resources, where the cost of sending a message is non-negligible (e.g., in terms of energy) and flooding is considered prohibitive.
Ad-hoc networks could greatly benefit from the efficiency of a directed search protocol to locate content. They do, however, suffer from limitations that make the maintenance of a DHT impractical. Most notably, a node in an ad-hoc network can communicate directly only with its physical neighbors, i.e., with the nodes that are within its (radio) communication range, and communication between remote nodes must traverse multiple intermediate nodes. DHTs assume that the peers form a fully connected network and that the neighborhood of a node can be chosen according to its location in a "logical" overlay, rather than to "physical" considerations. A simple mapping of a DHT design to an adhoc network would be unrealistic, as every node would need to keep track and communicate with a set of "logical" neighbors many steps away in the physical network. There is a fundamental gap between the logical proximity defined by the DHT overlay and the physical proximity imposed by the underlying ad-hoc infrastructure.
In this paper, we study the feasibility of DHT lookup in ad-hoc networks. We propose a DHT design that combines a minimalist logical overlay structure together with adaptive routing mechanisms to quickly locate content. Nodes are organized in a logical ring, similarly to Chord [3] or Pastry [5] , but we do not use logical long-range neighbors whose maintenance costs would be prohibitive. Instead, we rely on the physical neighbors of the nodes traversed by requests routed through the physical network to quickly converge toward the destination in the logical overlay. We propose additional extensions, in which we consider an extra level of visibility in the physical neighborhood (neighbors of neighbors) and maintain a history of previous requests to dynamically identify and exploit possible shortcuts.
We have extensively studied our algorithm by the means of simulations in static deployment scenarios. We did not take into account mobility nor churn as we are mostly interested in evaluating the feasibility of DHT lookup in ad-hoc networks. Results demonstrate that our approach is indeed efficient and scales well to large peer populations. It represents a promising alternative to existing solutions based on unstructured P2P networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. We detail our algorithm in Section 3 and present results from experimental evaluation in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
its notion of regular topology (often a ring) and the shortcuts (fingers) introduced at the overlay layer, makes a direct mapping to ad-hoc networks difficult. Various approaches are known from literature to achieve such mappings.
While GRACE (Global Replication And Consistency) [8] has not been specifically designed with ad-hoc networks in mind, it enables for mobile collaboration by combining DHT properties with a layered architecture. GRACE supports mobility in wide-area networks. The different layers or consistency levels are interconnected through "consistency neighbors" that are logically close to each other. Requests are routed along these neighbors. The lookup algorithm of the system is based on Pastry [5] . This approach still relies on the standard Internet infrastructure.
Pucha et al. [9] implement Pastry on top of the Manet routing protocol DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) [10] . Three modifications are proposed as compared to the implementation on the Internet: (1) the node join procedure is modified by expanding the ring search for locating distinguished bootstrap nodes in charge of arrivals; (2) the Pastry ping metric is replaced by a distance metric to reduce network load; and (3) the DSR protocol is modified to inquire about the proximity used in the adapted Pastry routing.
Ekta [11] and MADPastry [12, 13] integrate the DHT paradigm with adhoc network routing. Both approaches introduce the necessary functions at the network routing layer. The principal idea of Ekta is to move the DHT protocol from the overlay level to the network layer of the Manet : a one-to-one mapping between IP-addresses and logical (DHT) node IDs is applied. MAPastry is built on top of the AODV protocol (Ad-hoc on-demand vector routing) [14] . This protocol aims to avoid full broadcasts as much as possible because these are costly in ad-hoc networks when targeted to the entire network. MADPastry creates clusters composed of physically close nodes sharing, at the same time, a common overlay prefix. The nodes in a cluster are thus physically and logically close. Routing is then based on the logical overlay node IDs.
All the approaches above suffer from the size of the routing tables and the complexity of setting up and managing connections with all the nodes that they contain. In contrast, in our design, we only need to keep track of two remote nodes, as explained in the next section.
Cramer et al. [15] propose the Chord based Proximity Neighbor Selection strategy (PNS-CHORD). Here, the nodes are connected to their logical successors on the ring and through logical shortcuts to further nodes as usual in Chord. These logical long-range neighbors are chosen according to physical proximity in the ad-hoc network and are either one or two steps away.
Because the construction of the routing tables is based on physical proximity, it may happen that the logical path pursued by a request traverses the same node multiple times. This may only be prevented when the nodes keep track of the requests that pass by and subsequently adjust their routing tables in case the same request passes twice, but on different logical shortcuts. Our approach takes into account of this situation and prevents thus such loops through the according learning process.
Cell Hash Routing (CHR) [16] is a specialized ad-hoc DHT. CHR uses position information to construct a DHT of clusters instead of organizing individual nodes in the overlay. This approach groups nodes according to their physical location. The routing between the clusters is done by position-based routing with the GPSR [17] routing algorithm. A major limitation of this approach is that nodes are not individually addressable, but only via the clusters.
Finally, we are aware of a parallel effort to our's by Rowstron et al. at Microsoft Research (Cambridge) that similarly aims to combine ad-hoc routing and logical DHT-like addressing (Virtual Ring Routing, VRR). Based on the (yet unpublished) information that we have obtained directly from the authors, their approach differs from ours in several ways. First, they build and proactively maintain bidirectional routes between nodes. In contrast, our algorithm always tries to find the best route at each node and sends the request along this path. It is therefore possible to take into account locally profitable situations. Second, VRR also maintains existing routes in a proactive way. Our solution does not maintain existing routes, but previous routing decisions are kept in a cache and can thus be reactivated if appropriate. This results in more efficient routes to emerge at each step along a path and allows to faster reacting on topological changes. Finally, VRR nodes use information of the physical paths traversing the nodes for improving the routing. Our experiments, however, have shown that such a caching policy results in small improvement, only. Indeed, the cached entries are effective only when a request's path goes through the node having registered them. In our approach, the nodes also capture communications of the nodes in the physical neighborhood. The information acquired this way implicitly includes routing decisions and thus allows avoiding paths to traverse the same physical area twice. It has to be noted that this information is obtained without any further communication overhead, since it may be captured for free due to the characteristics of wireless networks, i.e. radio transmission.
The Ad-Hoc Lookup Algorithm
A DHT system maps keys to nodes in a peer-to-peer infrastructure. Any node can use the DHT substrate to determine the current live node that is responsible for a given key. Every node and key has a specific position in a logical identifier space, and the mapping between keys and nodes is determined according to a proximity metric in the logical space. DHT nodes typically rely upon "longrange neighbors" to quickly route messages to remote locations in the identifier space. For instance, Chord [3] organizes the nodes in a logical ring. Each node is connected to its closest neighbors (successor and predecessor) in the identifier space. These connexions are necessary to guarantee successful routing: it is always possible to traverse the whole ring by following successor links, albeit at a very high cost. Each node additionally has a number of long-range neighbors, called fingers, that refer to nodes located at exponentially increasing distance in the logical space. Using these links, a node can quickly reach a remote location: the expected path length (number of hops) of a lookup is in O(logN ), where N is the number of nodes in the system. Long-range neighbors are not necessary for the safety and reliability of the system (successor links are sufficient), but they provide liveness properties that allow for efficient lookup.
In an ad-hoc network, nodes can directly communicate only with their physical neighbors, i.e., nodes that are within their communication range. Messages sent to remote nodes require multiple steps 1 . In the following, we assume that (1) the ad-hoc network forms a connected graph and (2) there is an underlying ad-hoc routing protocol that allows us to route messages between any two nodes. We do not make any assumption on the ad-hoc routing protocol, except that it always succeeds and that it is possible to take actions at intermediate nodes on the routing path (e.g., to change the course of a message). One may note, that when a DHT overlay is implemented over a classical Internet structure, the IP routing also takes care of delivering messages over multiple physical steps for one logical link (hop).
Mapping a DHT design such as Chord, Pastry, or P-Grid on an ad-hoc network would place nodes that are physically close at arbitrary locations in the logical space. Therefore, successor, predecessor, and long-range links would refer to remote nodes that can only be reached by multiple physical steps. Besides being inefficient in terms of physical path length, such an approach is impractical because each node would have to maintain accurate routing information for O(logN ) long-range neighbors. This can become a major problem when the size of the network grows or if nodes often become unreachable (due to disconnections or failures). Moreover, mobility and churn, though not considered in this study, make a direct mapping of a DHT design to ad-hoc networks unrealistic.
The intuition underlying our design is to only maintain a minimalist logical overlay without long-range neighbors, that is responsible for safety only. For efficient lookup, we rather rely on the physical neighborhoods of the nodes traversed during lookup to spontaneously find long-range links in the logical space; therefore, we have a probabilistic form of liveness property because long-range links may be encountered on a random basis. Our conjecture is that lookup requests can be routed more efficiently and with much lower management costs than when deterministically maintaining O(logN ) long-range neighbors.
Similarly to Chord or Pastry, we organize the nodes in a logical ring, as shown in Figure 1 . The node responsible for a given key is the closest one in the identifier space. Each peer n only needs to keep track at all times of its successor succ(n) and predecessor pred(n) on the ring, which imposes limited management overhead, only. Additional robustness can obviously be gained by considering several successors and predecessors, but we do not consider failures in this paper.
Each node is assigned a random identifier in the logical space, e.g., by hashing the node's IP address using a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1. Therefore, the physical neighbors of a given node are expected to be randomly distributed in the logical space (see Figure 1 ). This diversity property is important for the efficiency of our lookup algorithm. 
Basic Lookup
We first describe the basic version of our algorithm, before discussing improvements to enhance lookup performance. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. In our approach, DHT lookup is closely integrated with the routing of messages through the ad-hoc network: when a message is sent to a remote node multiple steps away, it might diverge from its path at some intermediate if it finds a shorter way to its final destination.
Every lookup message contains the identifier of the key being searched (denoted by k in the pseudo-code). In addition, when a lookup message is routed to a remote node across the physical network, it contains the identifier of its destination (n d in the pseudo-code).
Upon receiving a lookup message, a node n i proceeds as follows. First, n i searches among its physical and logical neighbors, as well as itself and n d , which node is closest to the key (line 2). If n i is closest, then it is responsible for the key and it replies to the originator of the request (line 4).
If the request is on its way to a remote node n d closer to the key than any of n i 's neighbors, we simply forward the message to the next node on the multi-step path to n d (lines 6-7).
Otherwise, the node n j closest to the key is part of n i 's physical or logical neighborhood and will become the new destination. There are two cases to consider: if n j is a logical neighbor, we issue a multi-step request toward n j (lines 9-10); otherwise, we directly send the request to that node (line 12). In both cases, we bypass the regular routing process and take a shortcut toward the destination key.
Algorithm 1 Basic DHT lookup algorithm at node n i for key k δ(k1, k2): distance between keys k1 and k2 id(n): logical identifier (key) of node n Vi: physical neighbors of ni Li = {pred(ni), succ(ni)}: logical neighbors of ni
if nj = ni then { We are responsible for k } 4:
return ni 5:
n k ← next step on physical path to n d ; 7:
send Lookup(k, n d ) to n k ; 8: else if nj ∈ Li then { Go to logical neighbor } 9:
n k ← next step on physical path to nj; 10:
send Lookup(k, nj) to n k ; 11:
else { Go to physical neighbor } 12:
send Lookup(k, nj) to nj; 13:
end if 14: end procedure
Convergence and Termination
We shall now study the convergence and termination of our algorithm, under the assumption that the system is in a stable state with no node joining or leaving.
Let us consider node n i receiving a lookup request for key k, possibly on its way to a remote node n d . To guarantee convergence, our algorithm tries to always reduce the logical distance to k. To that end, it looks among its neighbors, n d , and itself, the node n j closest to the key.
First observe that, if n i is closest to the key, then it must be responsible for the key. Otherwise, either its predecessor or successor would be closer.
There are four cases to consider:
-If n i is closest to the key, then it is responsible for the key and the lookup ends. -If a physical neighbor is closest to the key, then it directly receives the request. -If a logical neighbor is closest to the key, then it becomes the new target n d of the request. -If n d is closest to the key, then the algorithm does not change the destination of the request.
In the first three cases, the distance to the key decreases, either because we reach the node responsible for the key, or because we send the request to a node closer to the key. In the last case, we do not decrease the distance to the key but we proceed toward n d and, if the request reaches n j , one of the first three cases will apply. The assumptions on the underlying ad-hoc routing protocol guarantees that a request sent to a node will eventually reach that node; thus, the last case cannot apply forever. It follows that our algorithm converges and terminates in a finite number of steps.
Increasing Visibility
The visibility of a node, in terms of physical neighborhood, is limited by the communication range. As nodes can communicate directly with their physical neighbors, a simple improvement is to have nodes exchange information about their neighborhood. That way, visibility gets extended to the "neighbors of neighbors" (NoN).
This extension has a limited cost in terms of message overhead, because NoN lists are sent only upon change and require a single broadcast. Yet, it has the potential to significantly improve lookup efficiency because it increases the probability of finding a suitable long-range link while routing requests across the ad-hoc network.
Exploiting Request History
Ad-hoc networks are characterized by the fact that every node must participate in request routing and forwarding. Therefore, a node sees traffic for which it is not the target. We can thus exploit information about past requests to acquire knowledge of remote nodes and improve lookup efficiency.
Each node maintains a cache that stores, for each observed request, the searched key k and the destination of the message n d . Thereafter, the cache entry (k, n d ) can act as a long-range neighbor: when a node receives a request for a key closer to k than the node that would be selected by Algorithm 1, the request is redirected toward n d instead.
This extension does not require any extra message to be sent. Further, as all the physical neighbors of a node can listen to its messages (radio communications are broadcast), information about past requests can be gathered passively. The cache uses a least-recently used replacement policy and we have limited its size to 256 entries in our implementation.
Evaluation

Experimental Setup
An experimental system has been implemented to analyze the efficiency of the ad-hoc lookup protocol and to demonstrate the feasibility of exploiting the known performance of the DHT lookup paradigm when applied to ad-hoc networks.
The simulated system is an overlay network of a fixed number of nodes arranged in a rectangular area as physical space. Recall that our study neither targets to investigate mobility nor churn. Therefore, the experimental setup considers only static scenarios.
The nodes are randomly distributed in the physical space and are randomly assigned their identifiers in the DHT space. To take into account the limited radio range of a node in the ad-hoc network, two nodes are only considered to be connected if their separating distance (relative to the dimensions of the rectangular area) is smaller than a maximum range limit. A density parameter allows to control the average number of connections of a node in the system.
To forward a request to the next hop in the logical space, appropriate routing in the physical space needs to be simulated. The implemented simulation routing strategy is similar to ad-hoc routing algorithms such as LAR [18] . The positions of all nodes are known to the simulator, which allows to refrain from implementing routing tables. When a node receives a request to be forwarded to some destination node at the logical level, it chooses as the next step the node in its physical neighborhood that is the closest to the position of the the (logical) destination node. The network generation described above allows for degenerated situations where this routing process does converge to the destination (e.g., when reaching a "dead-end"). To cope with this situation and avoid the complexity of simulating a complete ad-hoc routing protocol, a bypass method is used in which the request is directly delivered to the destination node. For such a communication, the current average number of steps for the corresponding logical link is accounted for in the statistical analysis.
The experiments have been conducted for different network sizes and the different variations of the ad-hoc lookup algorithm.
A. Simulation Setup.
Network size : 1,000, 10,000, 100,000. Connectivity : the average number of physical connections of a node (network density) varies between 13 and 16. Lookup requests : for each experiment, the paths of at least 2,000 randomly generated requests are statistically evaluated. Steady state : to evaluate the variants of the ad-hoc lookup algorithm using the caching mechanism, the simulation runs a warm-up phase during 2,000 (2K), 50,000 (50K), or 100,000 (100K) requests in order to reach a steady state before the statistical information is collected for the analysis.
B. Simulation Experiments.
Basic : the basic DHT lookup algorithm Neighbors-of-neighbors (NoN) : the basic algorithm evaluating the physical neighbors and their physical neighbors to choose the next step. Cache (C) : the NoN algorithm using a cache memorizing previous forwarding choices. Warm-up (Wup) : the simulation system executes a warm-up phase to reach a steady state prior to issuing the analyzed requests.
The data used for the analysis is collected by the requests themselves along their itinerary through the ad-hoc network. This allows us to also analyze the paths through the physical network for individual requests and hence compute average values.
Discussion and Results
Each request is evaluated at each node independently of whether the node is an intermediate node of the logical path or an intermediate node for reaching a node on the logical path. In either case, the algorithm tries to forward the request to the node approaching the most the destination. Logical paths may thus be altered by the algorithm. Table 1 shows the percentages of altered paths (or shortcuts taken) determined during the different simulation scenarios. The versions using the cache use shortcuts for more than 50% of the requests. For large networks, however, this percentage decreases. This is not surprising, because the density (average number of physical connections) is the same for all networks. In case of large networks, there are hence less possibilities for profitable shortcuts. One observes that the average values for networks of size 1,000 and 10,000 are roughly the same when applying the warm-up phase. This suggests that our lookup algorithm provides a stable lookup time in average after some running time (warm-up phase in the simulation), and up to some network size. Figure 2 shows the average number of physical steps required to serve a request. The use of the NoN and cache with warm-up strategies reduces the number of physical steps by ∼ 20% respectively ∼ 50%. The introduced logical shortcuts can thus be considered as very effective.
The average costs of one logical hop in terms of physical steps are roughly the same for all variants of the algorithm (see Table 2 ). The performance of the lookup algorithm increases thus when the number of logical hops for a request decreases. Figure 3 demonstrates that our ad-hoc lookup algorithm indeed reduces the number of logical hops to serve a request.
We observe that our algorithm always achieves the lookup in less than log N hops or even less than 1 2 log N hops. This clearly demonstrates the efficiency of the approach and confirms that the introduction of the cache further improves performance. Moreover, the various warm-up phases applied show that the ad-hoc lookup algorithm stabilizes over time: the longer it runs, the better it performs. There exists of course a limit where no further improvements will be possible when running the system longer and longer. To gain insight to the complex question how, whether and under which conditions (network topology) this limit remains a difficult graph theoretic question. Our empirical investigation suggests only that our algorithm exposes a stable behavior over time. Moreover, it must be remembered that the average search costs using the logical links only has a performance of the order of O(N ). In comparison, Figure 3 clearly shows the superiority of exploiting the properties of the physical links in the algorithm.
The ad-hoc lookup algorithm finds logical shortcuts through the selection of physical nodes closest to the destination and with the help of the information gained from previous requests kept in the cache. Intuitively this suggests that shortcuts determined at the beginning of a logical path should approach the destination the most. Indeed, the probability that some node in the physical neighborhood is closer to the destination node than the next node on the logical path decreases with the number of logical hops traversed. In other words, the percentage of logical hops that terminate without a shortcut being taken increases when approaching the destination. This characteristic is demonstrated in Figure 4 . The figure shows the percentage of terminated logical hops as a function of the distance from the node responsible for the searched key. Finally, Figure 5 shows the path of the same request in the same network of 10,000 nodes but with different versions of our algorithm. Coordinates represent the geographical position of the nodes. Clearly, the best result is obtained when using the NoN version of the algorithm with caching. 
Conclusion
Apart from very few known approaches, P2P systems for ad-hoc networks have essentially used unstructured designs and flooding-based search protocols. It is indeed challenging to build a structured overlay with a directed search protocol on top of an ad-hoc network, because nodes have only limited communication capabilities: they can exchange messages only with the nodes that are within their (radio) communication range.
In this paper, we have studied the feasibility of building a DHT for ad-hoc networks. The premise of such a design is to improve lookup performance and reduce the message overhead as compared to flooding-based protocols which yield linear or worse performance. In our approach, we only maintain a minimalist logical overlay structure but rely on the physical neighbors of the nodes traversed during ad-hoc routing to quickly reach the object being looked up. Our simulation results have demonstrated that a sub-linear lookup performance can be preserved when relying on an ad-hoc network infrastructure rather than on the standard Internet. It must however be noted that, to the best of our knowledge, the observed sub-linear performance still has to be confirmed by an analytical study.
